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I. INTRODUCTION 

Plaintiffs continue their accusations of bad faith in challenging the Department of the 

Interior’s (“Department”) January 19, 2017 decision (“Decision”) to acquire land in the City of 

Elk Grove in trust for the Wilton Rancheria (“Wilton” or “Tribe”).  But Plaintiffs’ accusations are 

just that, baseless accusations irrelevant to the actual claims proffered for this Court to vacate the 

Department’s Decision.  Consider their claim that the California Rancheria Act (“CRA”) somehow 

prevents the Department from acquiring land in trust for Wilton.  In making that argument (which 

repackages a proposition already rejected by the Chief Judge of this Court), Plaintiffs fail to 

reference the complete statutory language, misread what they do seek to apply, and ignore decades 

of applicable precedent finding that Tribes like Wilton are eligible for all the benefits that come 

with being a federally recognized tribe.  And although Plaintiffs now deny challenging Wilton’s 

tribal status, their request would effectually overturn the stipulated judgment of another court that 

restored Wilton and all of its federal benefits, including application of the Indian Reorganization 

Act (“IRA”).  

As another example, Plaintiffs maintain that the Department pulled a “bait and switch” by 

changing the proposed action from one alternative to another in the Final Environmental Impact 

Statement (“FEIS”).  Yet the purported “switch” was just to another alternative (the “Elk Grove 

alternative” or “Alternative F”) that had been under public consideration from the outset of the 

National Environmental Policy Act (“NEPA”) process.  Plaintiffs argue that such a switch 

constitutes a substantial change requiring either a supplemental EIS (“SEIS”) or—in an argument 

now relegated to footnote—even a second draft environmental impact statement (“DEIS”).  But 

courts interpreting NEPA have rejected the notion that whether or when an alternative is labeled 

the “proposed action” makes a difference, if the alternative is substantively analyzed and subjected 

to public comment.  And Plaintiffs have no real response to the record showing that the Department 

substantively analyzed and received public comment on Alternative F.  Plaintiffs thus are reduced 

to argue for a remand so the Department can reissue its analysis of the Elk Grove alternative, but 

relabeled as the proposed action.  Neither NEPA nor the courts require such petty formalism.  
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Nor have Plaintiffs provided a substantive basis for remand.  The Department’s analysis of 

water supply for the Elk Grove alternative was more than adequate.  Plaintiffs’ new argument here 

and non-record evidence is forfeited because it was not presented previously to the Department.  

Plaintiffs’ speculations about potential future terrorist incidents falls outside the ambit of what 

NEPA requires agencies to consider.  And Plaintiffs’ claim that the Department’s traffic analyses 

failed to fully address the impacts of additional parking at the Elk Grove site is both wrong and an 

example of impermissible flyspecking.  None of these concerns warrant setting aside the 

Department’s decision for further time-consuming and costly agency proceedings. In short, 

Plaintiffs have failed to establish any basis for upsetting the Department’s Decision, which should 

be upheld. 

II. ARGUMENT 
 

A. The Department’s Decision did not violate the CRA. 

Plaintiffs resort to what they deem a “straightforward” argument—that even if Wilton is a 

federally recognized tribe, § 10(b) of the CRA prevents the Bureau of Indian Affairs (“BIA”) from 

acquiring land in trust for Wilton.  ECF No. 100 at 9-10.1   But § 10(b) of the CRA does not 

preclude application of the IRA to Wilton.  To argue that it does, Plaintiffs quote § 10(b) 

selectively.  Section 10(b) of the CRA begins with a condition precedent for the provision’s 

application:  that the “assets of a rancheria or reservation have been distributed pursuant to this 

Act.”  Pub. L. 85-671, § 10(b), 72 Stat. 619, 621 (emphasis added).  Plaintiffs omit that necessary 

condition, see ECF No. 100 at 15, even after Federal Defendants point out its omission from 

Plaintiffs’ prior brief, see ECF No. 98-1 at 19.  When read in full, § 10(b) does not apply where 

the assets of a tribe were not properly distributed pursuant to the CRA—a fact that a court-

approved stipulation conclusively established for Wilton. AR602-603 (expressly providing that 

the Tribe’s “assets were not distributed[] in accordance with the provisions of the [CRA]” such 

                                       
1 Where ECF pagination diverges from internal pagination, ECF pagination is used. 
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that “the Tribe was not lawfully terminated” and “the Indian status of the persons named as 

distributees . . . was not terminated in accordance with the [CRA]”).   

The stipulated judgment restoring Wilton also established that Wilton retains all the federal 

benefits of being a federally recognized tribe, including eligibility to have land taken into trust 

pursuant to the IRA.  See AR603 (“[T]he Tribe shall have the individual and collective status and 

rights that they formerly had as members of a federally-recognized Indian tribe.”); AR605 (“The 

Department of the Interior will process, pursuant to 25 C.F.R. Part 151, any applications for land 

into trust for any parcels of land acquired by the Tribe or an individual member of the Tribe.”).  

Plaintiffs ignore that they are too late to challenge those findings of the stipulation.  See ECF No. 

98-1 at 15 (explaining stipulated judgment is a federal court order legally binding on the United 

States).  Instead, Plaintiffs misread the CRA to deny challenging Wilton’s status as a federally 

recognized tribe, ECF No. 100 at 10—despite insisting that statutes generally applicable to Indians 

do not apply to Wilton and its members, and that BIA’s decision to add Wilton to the list of 

federally recognized tribes that are eligible for the benefits of such statutes was not “conclusive,” 

ECF No. 91 at 20 & 20 n.4.   

Notwithstanding Plaintiffs’ protestations to the contrary, they do challenge Wilton’s status 

as a federally recognized tribe because they seek to relitigate whether Wilton was properly 

terminated.  But Plaintiffs again ignore the reasons why they cannot now challenge Wilton’s status 

as a federally recognized tribe.  See ECF No. 98-1 at 14-18.  And in making that challenge, 

Plaintiffs ask this Court to do what Congress has prohibited:  to treat restored tribes that were 

improperly terminated under the CRA differently than other tribes.  See ECF No. 98-1 at 20 n.11.  

Plaintiffs rely on cases involving tribes that did not meet the IRA’s definition of “Indians,” 25 

U.S.C. § 5129, because they were not under federal jurisdiction in 1934, to argue that Wilton can 

be treated differently.  ECF No. 100 at 10-12.  Those cases are irrelevant.  Plaintiffs do not 

challenge the Department’s finding that Wilton was under federal jurisdiction in 1934 (AR14046-

50), nor do they argue that Wilton otherwise fails to meet the requirements of the IRA itself.  

Plaintiffs’ argument is instead more dramatic:  that, as a vestige of Wilton’s improper termination 
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under the CRA, Wilton is ineligible for all of the statutory benefits of federally recognized tribes, 

including the IRA.  Because they cannot explain why Wilton would be unique, they would 

effectively have this Court negate the restoration of all tribes once improperly terminated under 

the CRA, many of which have been restored for decades.  

Indeed, to rule for Plaintiffs, this Court would have to upset decades of precedent on what 

comes with restoration of a tribe like Wilton.  Every court to consider the improper termination of 

a tribe pursuant to the CRA has found the proper remedy to be restoration of federal recognition 

and federal benefits to the tribe and its members.  See Duncan v. Andrus, 517 F. Supp. 1, 6 (N.D. 

Cal. 1977) (finding “the Indian distrubutees are entitled to prompt relief restoring their benefits” 

and issuing order “directing the Secretary of the Interior to rescind the notice of termination and 

restore all federal benefits” (emphasis added)); Table Bluff Band of Indians v. Andrus, 532 F. Supp. 

255, 261 (N.D. Cal. 1981) (“[T]he Table Bluff Band retains its status as the federally recognized 

governing body of the Rancheria, eligible to participate in federal programs and benefits provided 

to federally recognized Indian tribes or bands.” (emphasis added))2; see also Smith v. United 

States, 515 F. Supp. 56, 62 (N.D. Cal. 1978) (“[T]he Rancheria has not been lawfully terminated, 

and should not be treated as terminated.” (emphasis added)).   

Plaintiffs provide two responses to these cases.  First, Plaintiffs seek to distinguish these 

cases because they predate the Supreme Court’s discussion of the Indian canon in Chickasaw 

Nation v. United States, 534 U.S. 84, 94 (2001).  But only one of the cases cited by the United 

States even mentioned the Indian canon.  See Duncan, 517 F. Supp. at 5-6.  Moreover, Chickasaw 

Nation simply repeated the obvious, that the Indian canon does not apply where statutory language 

is unambiguous.  See id. (“[T]he Courts, by interpreting ambiguous statutes in favor of Indians, 

attribute to Congress an intent to exercise its plenary power in the manner most consistent with the 

nation’s trust obligations.” (emphasis added)).  Here, § 10(b), when read in its entirety, 

                                       
2 Plaintiffs note in a footnote that, in Table Bluff Band of Indians, the court overruled the 

United States’ concern about issuing trust deeds or patents for land already distributed.  Of course, 
this case is not about issuing trust deeds or patents for land already distributed to non-Indians.   
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unambiguously does not apply to Wilton.  But in the event that this Court finds § 10(b) ambiguous, 

it must resolve that ambiguity in favor of Wilton.   

Second, Plaintiffs assert that “none of the cases explored the question presented here,” 

whether a tribe improperly terminated pursuant to the CRA is eligible to have land taken into trust.  

ECF No. 100 at 16.  That is false.  As quoted above, courts have repeatedly held that tribes restored 

after improper termination under the CRA are eligible for all benefits provided to federally 

recognized tribes, including statutory benefits applicable based on the recipients’ “status as 

Indians.”  And this Court, in a case before Chief Judge Howell, brought by Plaintiff Stand Up for 

California! (“Stand Up”), specifically held a tribe improperly terminated under the CRA and 

restored through a court-approved stipulation is eligible to have land taken into trust pursuant to 

the IRA.  Stand Up for California! v. U.S. Dep’t of Interior, 204 F. Supp. 3d 212, 301-02 (D.D.C. 

2016) (“The North Fork Tribe, as a federally recognized Indian tribe, has the benefit of land 

acquisition under . . . the IRA, like any other federally recognized tribe” that can meet the IRA’s 

requirements, such as showing “it was under federal jurisdiction in 1934.”).  

In a footnote, Plaintiffs attempt to distinguish this Court’s holding in Stand Up for Cal.! by 

claiming it did not bring a CRA-based challenge there.  See ECF No. 100 at 12.  But Stand Up for 

Cal.! held that the court-approved settlement restoring the North Fork Tribe “conclusively 

establishes” what Stand Up disputed, that North Fork was under federal jurisdiction in 1934, which 

meant Stand Up was challenging an aspect of the stipulation itself—just as Plaintiffs do here.  

Stand Up for California, 204 F. Supp. 3d at 298.  And because Stand Up challenged the court-

approved stipulation restoring North Fork, this Court reviewed the history of North Fork’s 

improper termination under the CRA and analyzed the effect of its restoration through the court-

approved stipulation.  Id. at 297-302.  The Court concluded that the stipulation “prescribed” North 

Fork’s eligibility for trust acquisition under the IRA.  Id. at 301.  That conclusion directly 

contradicts Plaintiffs’ argument that the CRA prohibits the BIA from taking land into trust for 
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Wilton, irrespective of its restoration through a court-approved stipulation.3  This Court should 

reject Plaintiffs’ blatant attempt to repackage arguments that this Court previously rejected.  The 

CRA does not foreclose the Department from acquiring land in trust for a tribe to which the CRA 

was improperly applied. 

 
B. The Department’s Decision did not violate NEPA. 

1. An alternative studied in the DEIS can become the proposed action without a 
SEIS. 

Plaintiffs argue that an agency must prepare a SEIS before labeling a different alternative 

considered in the DEIS as the proposed action.4  Plaintiffs insist that such a change is “obviously,” 

ECF No. 100 at 17, a “substantial change[] in the proposed action that [is] relevant to 

environmental concerns,” 40 C.F.R. § 1502.9(c)(1)(i).  But that is wrong.  Where an alternative’s 

environmental impacts have already been considered in the DEIS, simply relabeling that 

alternative as the proposed action is neither a substantial change nor relevant to environmental 

                                       
3 The Court should ignore Plaintiffs’ attempt to avoid judicial deference and Congress’s 

endorsement of the use of court-approved stipulations to restore tribes by drawing a line between 
“recognition” and “restoration.”  ECF No. 100 at 12-14.  First, a distinction between “recognition” 
and “restoration” contradicts this Court’s prior opinion.  In Stand Up for Cal.!, this Court made no 
such distinction when it found that the Department’s restoration of a tribe warranted judicial 
deference and that the Federal List Act had endorsed the Department’s restoration of a tribe 
through a court-approved stipulation.  204 F. Supp. 3d at 300-02.  Neither did the cases cited in 
Federal Defendants’ Cross-Motion for the proposition that judicial deference is warranted make 
such a distinction.  ECF No. 98-1 at 15-16.  Nor does the authority offered by Plaintiffs support 
such a distinction.  A statute stating that Congress “has actively sought to restore recognition to 
tribes that previously have been terminated” says nothing about the Department’s authority to do 
so, see Pub. L. 103-454, § 103(5), 108 Stat. 4791, and a regulation stating that the BIA will not 
acknowledge an entity “subject to congressional legislation terminating” it says nothing about 
whether the Department will recognize tribes improperly terminated under (and thus not subject 
to) congressional legislation, see 25 C.F.R. § 83.4(c).  Instead, Congress prohibited distinguishing 
between “recognized” tribes and “restored” tribes, see ECF No. 98-1 at 20 n.11, and directed the 
Secretary to “publish in the Federal Register a list of all Indian tribes which the Secretary 
recognizes to be eligible for the special programs and services provided by the United States to 
Indians because of their status as Indians.”  Pub. L. 103-454, § 104(a), 108 Stat. 4791. 

4 Plaintiffs relegate to a footnote their argument that NEPA required the Department to 
prepare a new EIS.  ECF No. 100 at 22 n.12.  Federal Defendants have already responded to that 
argument.  ECF No. 98-1 at 34-35.   
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concerns.  A directive otherwise would violate NEPA’s “rule of reason.”  See Mayo v. Reynolds, 

875 F.3d 11, 20 (D.C. Cir. 2017).  That is why the D.C. Circuit and other courts have interpreted 

§ 1502.9(c)(1)(i) as requiring a SEIS for “only those changes that cause effects which are 

significantly different from those already studied.”  See Davis v. Latschar, 83 F. Supp. 2d 1, 9 

(D.C. Cir. 1998); see also ECF No. 98-1 at 36-37.   

Plaintiffs assert these cases are “inapposite” because they do not involve the exact facts at 

issue here, but they provide no such authority to support their own “rule.”  In fact, the cases 

Plaintiffs cite reject their cynical view of NEPA.  ECF No. 100 at 20.  Those cases instead make 

clear that NEPA is satisfied if the alternative eventually chosen by an agency was considered in 

the DEIS, regardless of which alternative was the proposed action at each stage of the process.   

 Plaintiffs’ first case is California v. Block, 690 F.2d 753 (9th Cir. 1982).  There the Ninth 

Circuit held that a SEIS was required because the Forest Service did not identify a proposed action 

until the FEIS.  Id. at 772.  But, importantly, the Ninth Circuit made clear that a SEIS was only 

required because the proposed action did not resemble any of the alternatives examined in the 

DEIS, i.e., because it was a new alternative:  “Given the limited public input opportunities 

attendant to the issuance of a final EIS, satisfying this directive requires an agency to circulate the 

Proposed Action, or an alternative that resembles the ultimate Proposed Action, for public 

comment prior to the issuance of the final EIS.”  Id. at 770 (emphasis added).  In other words, an 

agency can announce a proposed action in the FEIS so long as the announced proposed action 

resembles an alternative that was considered and subjected to public comment in the DEIS.  Id. at 

771 (“Failure to disclose a Proposed Action before the issuance of a final EIS can defeat [public 

participation], at least when the Proposed Action differs radically from the alternatives mentioned 

in a draft EIS.”  (emphasis added)).  Here the alternative announced as the proposed action was 

one of the alternatives considered and subjected to public comment in the DEIS. 

Moreover, in Block the Ninth Circuit rejected the idea that a court should “require an 

agency to repeat the public comment process even when the Proposed Action is merely a slightly 

modified version of an alternative evaluated in the initial draft EIS.”  Id. at 771.  That is precisely 
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what Plaintiffs seek here:  a remand for a new public comment period on an already-considered 

alternative.  Block explained that such relief was a waste of time and effort, since “requiring 

agencies to repeat the public comment process when only minor modifications are made promises 

to prolong endlessly the NEPA review process.”  Id.  In short, the Ninth Circuit rejected the overly 

formalistic approach sought by Plaintiffs here, which would require supplementation where what 

was labeled an alternative in the DEIS is relabeled as the proposed action in a FEIS. 

Plaintiffs’ second case, Half Moon Bay Fishermans’ Mktg. Ass’n v. Carlucci, 857 F.2d 505 

(9th Cir. 1988), similarly undermines their argument.  There the Army Corps of Engineers, in a 

supplemental DEIS, went further than identifying a proposed action and actually selected an 

alternative to be implemented.  Id. at 508.  When the FEIS announced a different preferred 

alternative, plaintiffs argued they were not on notice that the other alternative was under serious 

consideration because of the agency’s “selection” of a different alternative earlier in the process.  

Id.  The Ninth Circuit held further supplementation was not necessary because the public should 

understand that a DEIS is “necessarily preliminary in nature” and “its conclusions were tentative 

at best,” and therefore all alternatives considered should be understood as on the table regardless 

of any preferences expressed by an agency.  Id. at 509.  In short, Half Moon Bay rejects Plaintiffs’ 

argument that the public cannot be expected to comment on an alternative in a DEIS that has not 

been labeled as the proposed action.  ECF No. 100 at 20.  As the court explained, “although the 

draft supplement’s discussion of alternatives indicates that [one alternative] was the preferred site, 

the alternative finally selected . . . was clearly within the range of alternatives the public could 

have reasonably anticipated the Army Corps of Engineers to be considering.”  Id. at 509.  

Out of all of the cases cited by the United States and Tribe to reinforce this point, Plaintiffs 

substantively discuss only two.  Plaintiffs claim that Friends of Marolt Park v. U.S. Dep’t of 

Transp., 382 F.3d 1088 (10th Cir. 2004), supports their position because the agency issued a SEIS 

there.  ECF No. 100 at 18.  But the SEIS issued there introduced a brand new alternative not present 

in the DEIS.  Id. at 1092.  That new alternative was subsequently rejected in the FEIS but then 

adopted as a fallback alternative in the record of decision in response to a joint resolution by local 
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governments.  Id.  Plaintiffs there argued that the change of course by the agency after the FEIS 

“deprived the public of the opportunity to comment on the proposal before the final decision was 

made.”  Id. at 1096.  The court found the point at which the agency chose the alternative irrelevant 

since the public “had a full and fair opportunity to comment on the [fallback] approach when that 

approach was considered in the draft supplemental EIS.”  Id.  Just as Plaintiffs here contend that 

changing the proposed action is “substantial” and triggers a need for a SEIS in itself, ECF 100 at 

20-21, so in Marolt Park the plaintiffs argued that the joint resolution of the local governments 

favoring one alternative warranted a SEIS.  Id. at 1097.  Again the court disagreed because all 

alternatives “had been fully examined” prior in the NEPA process.  Id.   

Plaintiffs also dismiss Russell Country Sportsmen v. U.S. Forest Service, 668 F.3d 1037 

(9th Cir. 2011), because it did not involve a proposed action itself being changed to a studied 

alternative.  ECF No. 100 at 18.  There, because the agency’s proposal was a broad one to develop 

a “travel management plan,” the proposed action did not have to change even though the 

alternatives to be implemented did.  Even so, applying the regulation on which Plaintiffs rely, the 

Ninth Circuit explained that “[a]n agency can modify a proposed action in light of public 

comments received in response to a draft EIS” and that a SEIS is necessary for such modification 

only “[i]f the final action departs substantially from the alternatives described in the draft EIS.”  

Russell Country Sportsmen, 668 F.3d at 1045 (emphasis added).  Russell Country Sportsmen is 

clear:  so long as an alternative has been presented to the public for comment, it does not matter 

whether the agency selects it, rejects it, or changes it from just an alternative to a proposed action 

in the course of the NEPA process. 

 Lastly, as a practical matter, Plaintiffs’ position does not make sense.  Plaintiffs concede 

that NEPA allows an agency to choose a preferred alternative in the FEIS that is not the proposed 

action in the DEIS without preparing a SEIS.  See ECF No. 100 at 21 n.11 (“Agencies typically 

identify their ‘preferred alternatives’ at the end of the NEPA process, and they do not have to 

match the ‘proposed action.’”); see also ECF No. 98-1 at 21-25.  If that is true, as case after case 

shows it to be, then the implication of Plaintiffs’ hyper-formal argument is that the Department 
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could have selected Alternative F if only it had not also made it the proposed action.  Plaintiffs 

only reason for such hairsplitting is their claim that allowing a change to the proposed action 

without a SEIS would leave the public in the dark as to the alternatives really being considered.  

ECF No. 100 at 20-22.  This simply repeats Plaintiffs’ notice arguments and, as discussed below, 

Plaintiffs cannot seriously refute the record showing that the public was fully aware Alternative F 

was under actual consideration throughout the process.  ECF No. 98-1 at 26-28.  Nor can Plaintiffs 

explain why NEPA should require a SEIS to change the proposed action to an already considered 

alternative, given that NEPA does not require a SEIS to select an already considered alternative as 

the preferred one to be implemented.  Such a rule would lead to less notice and transparency, not 

more, as an agency could simply select a preferred alternative without making it the proposed 

action to match.5 

 2. Alternative F was taken seriously by the public and the Department. 

Without seriously grappling with the record, which shows that public participation in the 

NEPA process did occur, ECF No. 98-1 at 26-28, Plaintiffs repeat their claim that the Department 

played “a bureaucratic game of hide and seek,” ECF No. 100 at 24 (quoting MCI Telecomms. 

Corp. v. FCC, 57 F.3d 1136, 1142 (D.C. Cir. 1995)).  The cases that Plaintiffs cite for that 

proposition demonstrate that their characterizations of the Department’s conduct are overblown.  

In MCI Telecomms. Corp., notice of a provision of the proposed rule could only be discovered in 

a footnote lodged in the background section of a proposed rule.  Id. at 1142 (“The problem is not 

solely that the notice is in a footnote, which is troubling in itself, but also that the footnote in 

question is a creature of the ‘Background’ section of the NPRM.”).  And they cite a second case 

where notice could only be discovered in a non-agency comment.  See Small Refiner Lead Phase-

Down Task Force v. Envtl. Prot. Agency, 705 F.2d 506, 549 (D.C. Cir. 1983) (“As a general rule, 

                                       
5 The untenable nature of Plaintiffs’ position is only highlighted by the pointlessness of 

their requested relief.  Plaintiffs concede that, in the event of a remand to present Alternative F to 
the public once again, the Department need not redo any studies that it previously prepared.  ECF 
No. 100 at 22. 
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EPA must itself provide notice of a regulatory proposal.  Having failed to do so, it cannot bootstrap 

notice from a comment.”).  By contrast, Plaintiffs here must concede that the Department identified 

Alternative F in the 2014 Scoping Report (AR16278) and the December 2015 Notice of 

Availability for the DEIS,6 and received many comments from the public on Alternative F in 

response to the DEIS.  

Plaintiffs assert the public could not take Alternative F seriously because the former owner 

planned to use the land for an outlet mall.  ECF No. 100 at 24.  That bare assertion is unsupported 

by any evidence in public comments.  In fact, comments chosen by Plaintiffs to show that the 

public “focused on” Alternative A nevertheless show that commenters understood Alternative F 

was under actual consideration to be chosen in the end.  ECF No. 100 at 24 n.13.  The California 

State Transportation Agency, for example, noted that “alternative F may also have an impact on 

SR 99.”  AR1350.  And California’s Department of Fish and Wildlife noted that mitigation 

measures to protect the Swainson’s hawk “should be applicable to any of the alternatives that will 

impact Swainson’s hawk foraging habitat.”  AR1416.  Even Stand Up’s comments recognized that 

“Elk Grove . . . ha[s] a substantial role in the federal process as well as state legal obligations,” 

AR2622-23—true only if Alternative F was under actual consideration.  These comments show 

that commenters understood how NEPA works: that all alternatives subject to public review are 

under review because they may be chosen and implemented.  And presumably, that is why Plaintiff 

Lynn Wheat advocated selection of Alternative F—in spite of apparent knowledge of plans to 

build an outlet mall.  AR10677.     

The record also belies Plaintiffs’ claim that the Department did not take Alternative F 

seriously.  ECF No. 100 at 24-26.  First, Plaintiffs misrepresent a quote from the Tribe’s brief that, 

when read in proper context, did not concede Alternative F was given short shrift but rather 

rebutted Plaintiffs’ contention that the EIS process had to begin anew when there was a possibility 

                                       
6 BIA, DEIS for the Proposed Wilton Rancheria Fee-to-Trust and Casino Project, 

Sacramento, California, 80 Fed. Reg. 81352 (Dec. 29, 2015).  
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the proposed action might change.  Compare ECF 100 No. at 24-25 with ECF No. 97 at 33.  

Second, Plaintiffs ask why the Department did not introduce new reduced intensity alternatives 

when Alternative F became the proposed action.  ECF 100 at 25.  That is because the DEIS had 

already considered a reduced intensity alternative at the Elk Grove Site, finding it infeasible and 

unnecessary.  AR26477-78 (rejecting non-gaming alternative for Elk Grove in part because “it is 

unlikely that this alternative would generate the necessary revenue to fulfill the purpose and need 

of the Proposed Action,” and stating that “environmental effects on the Mall site are already likely 

to be relatively low since the site is already partially developed”).7    

Third, Plaintiffs cite the supplementary studies provided with the FEIS, asserting they 

would not be necessary if Alternative F had been given proper consideration in the DEIS.  ECF 

No. 100 at 25-26.  But the supplemental studies were not all focused on Alternative F.  The 

mitigation agreements concern both Alternative A (AR11609-26) and Alternative F (AR11627-

665).  Similarly, the supplemental economic reports addressed both impacts to Elk Grove and 

impacts to California Card Rooms.  AR11688-695 (discussing competitive impacts on card 

rooms).  The supplemental biological report addressed the addition of eight acres to Alternative F 

and therefore reflects the change in the alternative’s acreage rather than a neglect of biological 

impacts in the DEIS for the alternative.  AR11714 (noting purpose of supplemental biological 

assessment is to address eight acres incorporated into the Elk Grove site).  The supplemental traffic 

study was driven not by a need to consider traffic impacts of Alternative F, which were already 

addressed in the DEIS, AR26831-837, but in response to changes in the roadways previously 

analyzed in the DEIS, AR10728, as well as to respond to comments by Sacramento County, 

AR11745.  The economic studies also were prepared in response to public comments.  AR11668 

                                       
7 To the extent Plaintiffs mean that the reduced intensity Elk Grove alternative was feasible, 

Plaintiffs did not make that argument in the administrative process and, thus, it is waived.  In any 
event, as the D.C. Circuit has explained, “[i]n reviewing an agency’s selection of alternatives, we 
owe considerable deference to the agency’s expertise and policy-making role.”  Grunewald v. 
Jarvis, 776 F.3d 893, 903 (D.C. Cir. 2015) (internal quotation marks omitted); see Theodore 
Roosevelt Conservation P'ship v. Salazar, 661 F.3d 66, 73 (D.C. Cir. 2011) (applying “rule of 
reason” to agency’s selection of alternatives). 
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(table of contents identifying comments addressed in report).  And the revised Appendix S, 

addressing air quality monitoring, responded to comments by the Sacramento Metropolitan Air 

Quality Management District requesting analysis of stationary source emissions, not because of a 

specific problem with the DEIS’s analysis of Alternative F.  AR10711.   

In short, the supplemental studies respond to public comments about various aspects of all 

the alternatives analyzed in the DEIS.  One cannot simply infer, based on the existence of 

supplemental studies, anything about the quality of the DEIS’s analysis of Alternative F.  But other 

than offering that baseless inference, Plaintiffs fail to explain how any specific new circumstance 

or information in the studies was significant enough to require a SEIS.  See ECF No. 98-1 at 39-

40.  In fact, that the studies were prepared in response to public comments on the DEIS shows that 

the NEPA process operated as it should.  See Habitat Educ. Center, Inc. v. U.S. Forest Serv., 673 

F.3d 518, 525 (7th Cir. 2012) (after DEIS subject to public comment, “agency will then consider 

the comments, and respond to any issue that the draft does not adequately discuss in a published 

‘final’ EIS”); 40 C.F.R. § 1502.9(b) (“Final environmental impact statements shall respond to 

comments,” and “[t]he agency shall discuss at appropriate points in the final statement any 

responsible opposing view which was not adequately discussed in the draft statement and shall 

indicate the agency’s response to the issues raised.”).  Plaintiffs’ suggestion otherwise—that the 

mere existence of supplemental studies in response to comments on the DEIS should trigger 

additional opportunities for further comment and response—not only ignores that the Department 

provided a thirty-day period for comments on the FEIS, it “promises to prolong endlessly the 

NEPA review process.”  Block, 690 F.2d at 771.  

3. The Department’s Decision was not substantively deficient 

Although Plaintiffs continue to push their vague allegations of “bad faith,” the Supreme 

Court recently made clear that allegations like these are misplaced.  As explained by the Supreme 

Court, “a court may not set aside an agency’s policymaking decision solely because it might have 

been influenced by political considerations or prompted by an Administration’s priorities.”  

Department of Commerce v. New York, No. 18-966, slip op. at 24 (U.S. June 27, 2019).  In fact 
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“[s]uch decisions are routinely informed by unstated considerations of politics, the legislative 

process, public relations, interest group relations, foreign relations and national security concerns 

(among others).”  Id.  That is why Plaintiffs’ complaint that the Department’s Decision was rushed 

because an outgoing administration prioritized its completion simply provides no basis for relief 

under the APA.   

Even setting the Supreme Court’s recent decision aside, Plaintiffs have no evidence and 

just one case from the Middle District of North Carolina to support their claim of bad faith based 

on the timing of the ROD.8  As discussed previously, ECF No. 98-1 at 42, that case, N.C Alliance 

for Transportation Reform, Inc. v. U.S. Dep’t of Transp., 151 F.Supp.2d 661 (M.D.N.C. 2001), 

concerned an award of attorney’s fees, not whether a decision should be remanded to address a 

NEPA violation.  There, the merits of the plaintiff’s NEPA claims were mooted when the 

defendant agency opted to reopen the NEPA process.  Id. at 671.  In the context of identifying the 

prevailing party for an award of attorney’s fees, inferring bad faith in part based on the time it took 

to publish a ROD may make sense.9  But here, setting a decision aside based on an argument that 

two days is, as a matter of law, too short to take a hard look under NEPA leaves it unclear what 

                                       
8 Plaintiffs’ related argument about “unalterably closed minds”—which apparently they 

think is somehow distinguishable from “predetermination,” a claim they appear to disavow, ECF 
No. 100 at 28—is just as unavailing, and they do not even attempt to grapple with the standard for 
such a claim.  See Ass’n of Nat’l Advertisers, Inc. v. FTC, 627 F.2d 1151, 1170 (D.C. Cir. 1979) 
(decision-maker subject to disqualification only upon “a clear and convincing showing that the 
agency member has an unalterably closed mind on matters critical to the disposition of the 
proceeding”); Air Transp. Ass’n of Am. Inc. v. Nat’l Mediation Bd., 663 F.3d 476, 487 (D.C. Cir. 
2011); C&W Fish Co. v. Fox, 931 F.2d 1556, 1564 (D.C. Cir. 1991).   

9 In any event, Plaintiffs mischaracterize the decision.  First, Plaintiffs say that the 
defendant agency there took at least a month to review FEIS comments.  ECF No. 100 at 27.  That 
time frame included the thirty-day waiting period after publication of the FEIS, so the Department 
also took at least thirty days to review comments.  See N.C. Alliance, 151 F. Supp.2d at 669-70 
(FEIS published March 29, 1996 and ROD published May 7, 1996).  Second, Plaintiffs wrongly 
claim that the reopening of the NEPA process was inessential to the district court’s holding.  ECF 
No. 100 at 28 n.15.  The court did say that, on its own, reopening the NEPA process could not 
establish bad faith, but in the context of the rushed ROD it supported an inference that the ROD 
issued without regard to NEPA concerns.  N.C Alliance, 151 F. Supp. 2d at 676.  Finally, Plaintiffs’ 
assertion that an agency ROD should take fifteen months to issue is of their own concoction. 
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the agency is supposed to do on remand except wait longer.  And if that is the case, exactly how 

long should the agency wait?  In addition to that practical problem the Court would face in creating 

a new procedural rule of waiting for agencies to follow, the D.C. Circuit has instructed against it.  

See Butte Cty. v. Chaudhuri, 887 F.3d 501, 505 (D.C. Cir. 2018) (“Agencies can voluntarily go 

beyond the procedural requirements of the Administrative Procedure Act, but courts generally 

cannot compel agencies to do more than the statute demands (unless additional procedural 

safeguards are necessary to satisfy due process requirements).”). 

Plaintiffs have failed to satisfy their burden of establishing that some aspect of the 

substantive NEPA analysis is wanting.  Plaintiffs’ NEPA claims are either forfeited or are 

examples of “flyspecking.”  See Sierra Club v. Fed. Energy Regulatory Comm’n, 867 F.3d 1357, 

1368 (D.C. Cir. 2017) (courts should not “‘flyspeck’ an agency's environmental analysis, looking 

for any deficiency no matter how minor”). 

1.  Water.  To challenge the Department’s analysis of water supply for the project, 

Plaintiffs, on the one hand, raise an argument for the first time before this Court that the 

Department had no prior opportunity to address and, on the other hand, dismiss the Department’s 

response to that untimely claim as an impermissible post hoc rationalization.  The doctrine of 

waiver shields agencies from this kind of gambit.  Plaintiffs’ argument turns on an analysis of the 

Sacramento County Water Authority’s (“SCWA”) 2005 Water Supply Master Plan for Zone 40 

(“WSMP”) which cannot be found in any of the comments before the Department.  ECF No. 91 at 

48; ECF No. 100 at 29.  Seeking to set aside the Department’s Decision based on an argument 

reserved until judicial review is unfair both to the Department and anyone else with a stake in the 

Department’s Decision.  United States v. L.A. Tucker Truck Lines, Inc., 344 U.S. 33, 37 (1952) 

(“Simple fairness to those who are engaged in the tasks of administration, and to litigants, requires 

as a general rule that courts should not topple over administrative decisions unless the 

administrative body not only has erred but has erred against objection made at the time appropriate 

under its practice.”).  Besides fairness, the waiver doctrine rests upon the rule that courts should 

not second guess agencies in the APA context, which is what happens when issues withheld from 
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an agency are first considered by a court.  Advocates for Highway & Auto Safety v. Fed. Motor 

Carrier Safety Admin., 429 F.3d 1136, 1150 (D.C. Cir. 2005) (waiver based, in part, on fact that 

“courts are not authorized to second-guess agency rulemaking decisions; rather the role of the 

court is to determine whether the agency’s decision is arbitrary and capricious for want of reasoned 

decisionmaking”).  

To demonstrate that Plaintiffs did “structure their participation so that it . . . alert[ed] the 

agency” to their argument, Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power Corp. v. Natural Res. Def. Council, 

Inc., 435 U.S. 519, 553 (1978), they direct the Court to two comments in the record focused on 

whether SCWA has adequate capacity in its water distribution system to provide water to the site.  

ECF No. 100 at 29.  The first, from the City of Elk Grove, noted that Appendix I of the DEIS 

asserted SCWA had capacity to supply water for Alternative F but that it “only provides the 

demand calculations for the alternative but does not actually analyze if SCWA’s distribution 

system has the capacity or not within the service area.”  AR1074.  The Department responded by 

reiterating that the DEIS acknowledged a “significant effect would occur to water supply 

distribution facilities,” that there was coordination with SCWA with regard to necessary system 

modifications and costs, and that mitigation required the Tribe to enter service agreements 

ensuring its fair share payments for upgrading and expanding water conveyance facilities.  

AR10729.  The second, from Plaintiffs, commented that the “FEIS states that [SCWA] ‘has the 

capacity to meet anticipated demand for domestic water use under Alternative F.’ But the FEIS 

does not analyze SCWA’s distribution system in relation to the service area.”  AR24615 (citations 

omitted).  The Department responded by noting mitigation would “ensure the Tribe pays for the 

cost of extending potable water service” and that “[w]ater distribution facilities already serve the 

Mall site.”  AR24779-80.   

Given that the focus of both comments is on the adequacy of the SCWA distribution 

system, it is ironic that Plaintiffs fault Defendants for misconstruing their argument as one about 

the costs of extending water service to Alternative F.  ECF No.  100 at 28-29.  But in any event, 

reviewing both comments makes clear that the Department had no way to know based on these 
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comments that Plaintiffs took issue with the Department’s reliance on the WSMP and certainly 

could not know that Plaintiffs planned to take issue with the Department’s statement that “SCWA 

has accounted for Alternative F water demands within its 2030 projected water demands of 

113,064 acre feet per year.” AR10729. The Department’s reliance on the WSMP was reasonable, 

as discussed previously, ECF No. 98-1 at 49, and Plaintiffs have forfeited any challenge to it now. 

2.  Suburban Propane.  Plaintiffs continue to seek remand to address their speculation 

about potential terrorism at the Suburban Propane facility, which is a nearby neighbor to the trust 

site.  ECF No. 100 at 31-33.  Plaintiffs’ only response to cases showing that impacts from potential 

terrorist attacks are too speculative to fall within the purview of NEPA, see ECF No. 98-1 at 51-

52, is to dismiss them as a post hoc rationalization.  Plaintiffs argue that because the Department 

engaged with commenters on this issue, it is subject to remand for not more fulsomely addressing 

all of Plaintiffs’ submissions on this score.  In making this argument, Plaintiffs themselves 

demonstrate that the Department substantively addressed the issue.  See ECF No. 100 at 31 (noting 

that the Department relied on a prior study of the potential risk of a terrorist incident).  However, 

contrary to Plaintiffs’ claim, the rule is not “in for a dime, in for a dollar.”  The Department’s 

determination that Plaintiffs’ later submissions did not change its opinion, AR24782, sufficed at a 

minimum because the Department did not need to respond to Plaintiffs’ speculative comments at 

all.  See Sherley v. Sebelius, 689 F.3d 776, 784 (D.C. Cir. 2012) (stating “an agency’s failure to 

address a particular comment or category of comments is not an APA violation per se”).   Under 

the APA, this Court reviews to ensure the Department’s “decision was based on a consideration 

of the relevant factors,” Motor Vehicle Mfrs. Ass’n of U.S., Inc. v. State Farm Mut. Auto. Ins. Co., 

463 U.S. 29, 42 (1983), and therefore the “failure to respond to comments is significant only 

insofar as it demonstrates that the agency’s decision was not based on a consideration of the 

relevant factors,” Covad Commc’ns v. FCC, 450 F.3d 528, 550 (D.C. Cir. 2006) (internal quotation 

marks omitted); see also Petaluma FX Partners, LLC v. Comm’r, 792 F.3d 72, 81 (D.C. Cir. 2015) 

(agency failure to address irrelevant comments provides no basis to set aside agency decision).  
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Here, the Department was not required to further amplify its stated view that nothing before it 

warranted further analysis of potential terrorist incidents at nearby facilities.  

3.  Traffic Impacts.  Plaintiffs continue to insist that more parking spaces associated with 

the addition of eight acres to the Elk Grove site means potentially more visitors occupying those 

spaces, which Plaintiffs assert requires new analysis.  ECF No. 100 at 33-34.  This is classic 

flyspecking.  And it simply ignores the fact that the record did address potential impacts from 

parking on the additional acres.  The Department explained that visits, and therefore traffic, is 

driven by the size of the gaming floor.  AR26791.  Therefore an increase in parking spaces but no 

change in the gaming floor should not affect the traffic analysis.  AR24771-72.  Plaintiffs simply 

ignore these points set forth in the record as well as Federal Defendants’ opening brief.  ECF No. 

98-1 at 38, 52-53.  Because the Department reasonably decided not to prepare a SEIS in response 

to Plaintiffs’ undeveloped speculation about more visitors coming with more parking, this Court 

should uphold that decision.  See Friends of Capitol Crescent Trail v. FTA, 877 F.3d 1051, 1059 

(D.C. Cir. 2017) (court should “defer to the informed discretion of the responsible federal agency 

[unless it is] arbitrary or capricious” (internal quotation marks and brackets omitted)). 

4. Other Impacts.  Plaintiffs repeat their laundry list of “other impacts,” which merely 

flyspecks the DEIS (using the City of Elk Grove’s comments to the DEIS as a template) for missing 

minutiae and minor mistakes.  ECF No. 98-1 at 31.  Plaintiffs insist that they have explained “at 

length” how the things on their list “provide[d] a seriously different picture of the environmental 

landscape” that required a SEIS.  See City of Olmsted Falls v. F.A.A., 292 F.3d 261, 274 (D.C. Cir. 

2002) (emphasis in original).  To the contrary, all Plaintiffs have done is make a list of quibbles 

and, in conclusory fashion, call them significant.  That is not enough.  See Russell Country 

Sportsman, 668 F.3d at 1047 (finding that “no supplemental draft EIS was required” because 

plaintiffs did not “explain why these modifications were ‘substantial changes . . . relevant to 

environmental concerns’”); Airport Impact Relief, Inc. v. Wykle, 192 F.3d 197, 205 (1st Cir. 1999) 

(deeming waived argument that project changes were significant because plaintiffs “do not attempt 

to explain the manner in which the environment will be significantly affected”). 
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Lastly, at the end of their latest brief, Plaintiffs appear to abandon their argument that the 

Department was required to prepare a separate “evaluation” before deciding not to prepare a SEIS, 

ECF No. 100 at 35 n.19, but they mischaracterize Federal Defendants’ response to their citation of 

Lemon v. McHugh, 668 F. Supp. 2d 133, 138 (D.D.C. 2009).  Federal Defendants do not try to 

“side-step” NEPA’s requirement to take a hard look, as Plaintiffs assert.  The four factors applied 

by the district court in Lemon are those the D.C. Circuit uses to review an agency’s decision to 

issue a Finding of No Significant Impact (“FONSI”) when an EIS is not required at all—not to 

review an agency’s decision not to prepare a SEIS.  Lemon applied the four factors only because 

of the unique circumstances of that case:  Army regulations impose a FONSI-like standard and 

require a FONSI-like document when the Army decides not to issue a SEIS.  See 32 C.F.R. § 

651.5(g)(2).  Lemon is the only case that Plaintiffs cite for the proposition that the four factors 

apply to a decision not to prepare a SEIS, and the cases cited by Lemon for the four factors are 

FONSI cases.  See Lemon, 668 F. Supp. 2d at 138 (citing Mich. Gambling Opposition v. 

Kempthorne, 525 F.3d 23, 29 (D.C. Cir. 2008) (“If the agency decided to issue a FONSI, . . . [a] 

court must review whether the agency” satisfied the four factors. (emphasis added)); TOMAC v. 

Norton, 433 F.3d 852, 861 (D.C.Cir.2006) (“When examining a FONSI, our job is to determine 

whether the agency” has met the four factors. (emphasis added))).  Regardless, the Department did 

take a hard look before making its reasonable decision not to prepare a SEIS.   

V. CONCLUSION 

For the above stated reasons, Federal Defendants respectfully request that the Court deny 

Plaintiffs’ Motion for Summary Judgment and grant Federal Defendants’ Cross-Motion.   
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